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Fig．10　Wavelength　dependence　of　the　p＊　and　the　0＊　values　of　V360　Cyg
on　1995　November　9／10．
polarimeter　at　the　Dodaira　Station．　Though　the　errors
of　the　pmax　values　for　some　of　the　stars　are　large，　the
following　general　features　of　intrinsic　polarization　can　・
be　derived．
　　1）　Both　of　the　group　A　stars　and　the　group　B　stars
show　various　types　of　wavelength　dependence　of　p＊
values．　That　is，　so盤e　of　them　show　the凸type
dependence　and　some　of　them　show　the凹type
dependence．　The　p＊　values　for　some　of　them　decrease
with　wavelength　and　those　for　some　of　them　increase
with　wavelength．　Some　of　thern　show　depeRdences　at
different　phases．　However，　except　for　CT　Ori　the
group　B　stars　do　not　show　the凸type　dependence．　On
the　other　haitd，　the　only　C　group　star　observed　by　us，
V360　Cyg，　does　not　show　a　notable　wavelength
depeRdence，　as　is　shown　iR　figure　10．
　　2）　Generally，　the　0＊　values　do　not　show　a　notable
wavelength　dependence．　ln　case　they　show　a
wavelength　dependeRce，　there　is　a　tendeltcy　that　the　p＊
values　also　show　a　wavelength　dependence．
　　3）　The　p＊　values　do　not　always　take　larger　values　at
light　minima．　But　there　is　a　tendency　that　the　pu＊
values　take　a　maxirr｝um　or　a　minimum　value　at
primary　light　mimima　and　that　the　p＊　values　show　a
wavelength　dependence　at　primary　iight　minima
which　is　different　from　that　at　the　other　phase．　They
especially　tend　to　decrease　with　waveiength　at
primary　light　minima．
　　We　can　in erpret　the　above　features　as　follows．
　　1）　The　featur 　i）　iRdicates　that　the　intrinsic
polarization　changes　according　to　a　phase　change　in
CDE　and／or　accordiRg　to　a　phase　chaRge　in　eRergy
distribution　of　a　photosphere．　Espe，cially，　the　time
variation　iR　the　waveleRgth　dependence　of　0＊　values
indica es　 he　change　in　the　geometric　arrangement　of
CDE．　The　time　variation　iR　the　wavelength
dependence　of　p＊　values　indicates　the　change　in　the
size　distribution　of　the　grain　of　CDE．　Especially，　the凹
type　dependence indicates　that　there　are　two　CDE’s
which have　diff rent　grain　size　distributions．　The
grou 　B　stars　have　a　tendency　to　take　the凹type
dependence　aRd，　except　for　CT　Ori，　most　group　B
stars do　not　show　the凸type　dependence．　Thus，　the
group　B　stars　seem　to　have　a　tendency　to　have　two
CDE’s with　differeRt　grain　size　distributions．　ln　fact，
on　the　ba is　of　multiwavelength　photometric
observations　Shenton　et　al．　（1992）i2）　suggested　the
presence　of　at　least　two　distinct　CDE’s　for　AC　Her
belonging　to　the　group　B．　Furthermore，　on　the　basis　of
iRfrared　obs rvation　with　10m　Keck　1　reflector，　Jura　et
al．　（2000）i3’　found　an　edge－on　dust　ring　around　AC　Her
and　they　concluded　that　the　ring　has　two　types　of
grain　with　size of　less　than　O．1　pt　m　and　with　size　of
more　thaR　200　pt　m．　lf　these　grains　scatter　the　optical
radiation　from　the　photesphere　of　AC　Her，　we　will
observe　the　intrinsic　polarization　whose　p＊　values
わし座AD星とこぎつね座V星の固有偏光の特徴について 1！9
have　two　peaks　one　of　which　ranges　at　a　wavelength
shorter　than　optical　region　and　the　other　ranges　at　a
wavelength　far　longer　than　optical　region．　Thus，　we
will　observe　the　wavelength　dependence　of　p＊　va｝ues
which　were　observed　for　AC　Her．　Concerning　CT　Ori，
the　only　B　group　star　which　show　the凸type
dependence　of　p＊　values，　the　formal　period　is　rather
large　（135．5days）　and　this　star　is　not　definitely
classified　as　RV　Tauri　star　in　the　GeReral　Catalogue　of
Variable　Stars　（Kholopov　et　al．　（1985）i‘〉．　Furthermore，
according　to　Dawson（ユ979）2＞，　the　mean　DDO　colors
suggest　that　CT　Ori　is　a　giant　star，　and　accordiRg　to
Momiyama　（2003）’5’，　the　spectra　of　CT　Ori　indicate
that　this　star　is　a　subgiant　or　a　dwarf．　Thus　there　is
the　possibility　that　Rone　of　the　B　group　stars　show　the
凸type　dependence　of　p・values．　Conceming　V360
Cyg，　the　only　C　group　star　observed　by　us，　the
accuracy　of　the　p．，．　value　obtained　by　us　seems　to　be
rather　low，　as　is　described　iR　Yoshioka　（2002）6＞．　Thus，
there　is　a　possibility　that　the　true　pm，x　value　is　larger
than　our　value　and　the　intrinsic　polarization　of　this
star　is　nearly　zero，　which　suggest　that　the　C　group
star　has　no　conspicgious　CDE．
　　2）　The　feature　2）　iRdicates　that　geRerally　CDE’s　do
Bot　change　in　a　geometrical　arrangement．
Fgrthermore，　it　indicates　that　the　waveleRgth
dependeRce　of　0＊　values　is　caused　by　the　variation　in
the　size　distribution　of　grain．
　　3）　The　feature　3）　indicates　that　the　variation　of
intrinsic　polarization　is　caused　by　the　variation　in　the
radiation　from　the　photosphere　or　by　that　the
variation　of　CDE’s　is　linked　with　the　brightness
varlatlon．
　　The　right　or　wrong　of　the　above　interpretations
depends　on　which　is　the　origin　of　the　intrinsic
polarization，　CDE　or　photosphere．　We　are　now
observing　RV Tauri　Stars　with　HBS　（Henko　Bunko
Sokkousochi），　which　wiil　elucidate　the　origin．
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